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CIFPs
Conference 2009

TFSAs
Time for some perspective
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER
After completing a B. Comm. with an accounting 

major at UBC in 1976, Don articled with a large 
international accounting firm before starting 

Nilson & Company in 1979. During his articling 
period, he gained experience auditing large, 
sophisticated accounting systems as well as 

smaller private businesses. 
Don returned to university in 1980 to complete a 

Master's degree. His 100 page thesis, entitled 
"Income Taxation of the Small Business Sector 

in Canada" provided a valuable insight to 
taxation in Canada and other countries.

Don attained his professional accounting qualification 
in 1981, his financial planning designation in 

1998 and his Trust & Estates designation in 
2006. He has been licensed as a Portfolio 

Manager with the BC Securities Commission 
since 1994.

Don Nilson

BCom MSc(Bus Admin) CMA FCMA CFP TEP

Registered Portfolio Manager 
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER

Don served on the National Board of the Financial 
Planners' Standards Council through June 

2004. He presently serves as Chair of the 
CMABC Public Practice Licensing 

Committee and sits on the National Boards 
of CIFPs and 2020 Canada, a members’

organization for professional accountants. He 
presently sits on CIFP National Conference 

and Education committees and on the
Nominating Committee of the UBC 

Honorary Society.
Don is a member of the Canadian Association of 

Professional Speakers.
Don has received lifetime achievement 

recognitions from the University of British 
Columbia, the Sauder School of Business, 
the Certified Management Accountants of 

Canada, the Certified General 
Accountants Association of BC and the 

Certified Management Accountants of BC. 
These awards have recognized his 

contributions to leadership, teaching, 
volunteerism, the university community 

and the financial services industry. 
Don Nilson

BCom MSc(Bus Admin) CMA FCMA CFP TEP

Registered Portfolio Manager 
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ABOUT THE PRESENTER

Since 1980, Don has lectured in accounting and tax 
topics for the University of BC, the Society of 

Management Accountants, the BC Real 
Estate Association, the Canadian Institute of 
Financial Planners and the Certified General 

Accountants Association. He presently 
delivers the Taxation 1 course on the internet 

across Canada and internationally for CGA 
Canada. He has been involved in developing 

national exams and curricula for the professional 
accounting bodies. Don has delivered seminars 
on practice management, financial planning and 
taxation issues across professions throughout 

Canada and in the U.S.
He has participated in the Press lock-ups of the 

federal and provincial budgets.
He writes and edits quarterly newsletters on tax and 

financial planning and on investing. He is on the 
Editorial Board of a professional publication and 

has a regular column therein.
Don oversees the day-to-day management of both 

firms. His primary focus is business advisory 
services, corporate and personal tax, investment 

management and business year-ends. Don Nilson

BCom MSc(Bus Admin) CMA FCMA CFP TEP

Registered Portfolio Manager 
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www.investoru.ca
www.nilsonco.com

This symbol indicates a 
relevant article on our 

websites

This symbol indicates a 
relevant article in 
Current Trends
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BOOKS FOR YOUR 
RADAR SCREEN

The Origins of Wealth
– Beinhocker

Nick Murray’s new book
Raising Money Smart Kids
– Janet Bodnar

The First National Bank of Dad – David Owen
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Agenda

The rules
Historical context
Int’l comparisons
Knock-on effects
– Investment 

management
– Behavioural finance
– Taxation
– Financial planning

Long term impact of 
TFSAs vs RRSPs
– For low, middle and 

high incomes
Tax-smart investing
– TFSA/RRSP
– TFSA/RRSP/non-reg
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The Rules

A myriad of small rules
Not covered here
See Current Trends publication
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The forest.. and the trees
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Genesis

Kesselman & Poschmann:
– “A New Option for Retirement Savings: 

TPSPs” (CD Howe 2001)

2003 Federal Budget
Nov 2003 Finance Discussion Paper
2004 Federal Budget 
LeBlanc
– “TPSPs” (Library of Parliament 2005)
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Kesselman & Poschmann

Some of their thoughts NOT legislated:
– Integrate annual limit with pension 

contribution room
– Allow tax-paid lump sum transfers from 

sheltered accounts
– Mandatory termination or withdrawal 

requirements at RRIF age 
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International comparison

US Roth IRA –differences
– Started in 1998
– For earned income earners
– Room driven by earned income
– NO contribution room carryforward
– Withdrawals are pension-oriented and 

therefore age related  
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International comparison

UK TPSPs in 1987
became investment savings accounts 
“ISA” in 1999 – differences
– Annual limit (presently £7200)
– NO contribution room forward
– Their tax system has an annual gains 

exemption limit anyway
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Underlying principles

International competitiveness
Canadian saving rate dropping through 
the floor
– 20% in 1982: 1.4% in 2003

Life cycle savings
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Underlying principles

Leaning of many economists towards 
consumption tax over income tax
Remove prejudice to saving for low 
income people
– Restores access to retired social welfare 

benefits
Remove prejudice to saving for 
everyone from the tax hit to save
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Selfish interests
Adviser’s dilemma
– Like RESPs … another small nuisance 

account… only $5,000 pa
– The 10 year old UK ISAs had £207B in 10 

years
• 17 million subscribers
• Small average account!

– CIBC projects $20B this year
– Canadian RRSP/RRIFs had $570B (est) in 

2005
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Canadian wealth ($B)
1999         2005

4,861
274
486

5,621
936
590

1,879
585

1,631

87%
-4%
-9%

100%
17%
10%

32%
12%
29%

2,982
140
302

3,424
577
328

1,098
418

1,003

86.5%Net assets
5%Other debt

8.5%House mortgage
100%Gross assets

17%Other
11%Business

33%Principal 
residence

10%Non-registered
29%Registered funds
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Knock-on effects
Investment management
Removes age-old behavioural leaning 
not to trigger large unrealized gains for 
fear of gains tax
– And thus removes related prejudice to 

asset allocation rebalancing
Removes prejudice of taxing inflation 
component of passive earnings
– Age-old argument for ½ gains taxation
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Knock-on effects

Investment management
“What is the money for?”
– Nick Murray’s famous questions
– Who do you love?
– What do you love?
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Knock-on effects

“INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT IS 
ULTIMATELY ABOUT MATCHING 

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES”
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Knock-on effects

Behavioural finance 
– Thaler’s “mental accounts”

• Directed purpose channelling of savings
– Investment silo effect
– Not unified portfolio approach but separate 

categories

• “target savers”
– End goal is end $$
– Implying r.o.r. contribution linked to saving 

contribution rate
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Knock-on effects

Behavioural finance 
– Thaler’s “mental accounts”

• “current asset” account is most tempting
• Tax hit aspect of RRSPs builds a tax-fence 

against deregistration
• Not so for TFSAs
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Knock-on effects

Behavioural finance 
– Thaler’s “mental accounts”

• If TFSA is to supplant/augment the role of 
RRSPs as long term asset, its short term 
statutory liquidity must instead have a 
psychological fence

• Heightened role of advisor
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Knock-on effects
Taxation
Removes biases of “tax-smart” investing
At the same time, removes rational 
purity of integration of corporate and 
personal tax
– The dividend tax credit system is gone

Removes tax shelters?
Removes seasonal tax-loss selling
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Knock-on effects

Taxation
Removes tax accounting burden for 
investment income
– Gains calculations/tracking
– ROC adjustments
– Stock dividend adjustments
– Foreign exchange calculations
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Knock-on effects

Taxation
Long term effects
– Mitigates tax haven seeking for the wealthy
– Mitigates tax emigration of wealthy retirees
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Knock-on effects

Taxation
Complications of international taxation 
for dual filers, eg US
– TFSA not recognized in US

• US tax on investment income anyway
• Negates value of a TFSA?!
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Knock-on effects

Financial planning
Down the road…
– TFSAs will have the a priori result of more 

social welfare payouts to low income
• Funding issue?

– In the work-place, switch from employer 
money purchase RPPs to TFSAs?

• Employer contribution still deductible, but 
taxable to employee-life cycle saving?
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Knock-on effects

Financial planning
Mitigates some insurance applications 
re death taxes?
– Self insure through TFSA?

Supercedes HBP and LLP components 
of RRSPs?
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Knock-on effects

Financial planning
Allocation of scarce resource of family 
savings……
– More vehicles than dollars available?!
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Impact on annual family 
saving burden and plan

Pensions 
– Each at 18%
– Say, $18,000 if family income =$100K

RESPs
– Two kids = $5,000

TFSAs = $10,000
Total = 33,000!! (tax assistance $5K)
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PFP projections

Case A low income
– Earned income ($40K) at top of lowest tax bracket
– OAS/CPP at retirement
– No home acquisition
– Level inflation-adjusted living cost 
– A1 – save exclusively through TFSA at max level
– A2 – same amount of saving, exclusively through 

RRSP instead
– Balanced portfolio investment strategy
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Case A 
TFSA        RRSP

486888
1,183898TFSA

RRSP
936238387100Non-reg

1,1817331,559996Net worth

-241-393-11-2Death tax

Age 89Age 75Age 89Age 75FV$000
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PFP projections

Case B mid income
– Earned income ($65K) at top of lowest tax bracket
– OAS/CPP at retirement
– No home acquisition
– Level inflation-adjusted living cost 
– A1 – saving @18% - max to TFSA-rest to RRSP
– A2 – same amount of saving, exclusively through 

RRSP instead
– Balanced portfolio investment strategy
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Case B                 
RRSP/TFSA       RRSP

n/an/a1,480676TFSA

1,0801,9727061,291RRSP

1,25224035999Non-reg

1,8241,3482,2251,500Net worth

-508-864-320-566Death tax

Age 89Age 75Age 89Age 75FV$000
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Case B

In B1, TFSA funds cash gap post-
retirement and pre-RRIF, and then 
becomes solely estate vehicle thereafter 
as minimum RRIF withdrawal satisfies 
living costs
Explains TFSA doubling age 75-89
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PFP projections

Case C high income
– Earned income ($115K) 
– OAS/CPP at retirement
– No home acquisition
– Level inflation-adjusted living costs
– C1 – save at $20K pa; first to TFSA at max level –

balance to RRSP
– C2 – same amount of saving, exclusively through 

RRSP
– Balanced portfolio strategy
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Case C                 
RRSP/TFSA       RRSP

n/an/a3,5631,489TFSA

2,1803,9821,9523,566RRSP

3,2941,0741,272295Non-reg

4,4153,2885,8953,789Net worth

-1,059-1,768-892-1,561Death tax

Age 89Age 75Age 89Age 75FV$000
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Knock-on effects

Asset allocation and tax-smart investing
Case analysis based upon PFP long 
term projection
Middle income earner
Saving $10,000 pa, divided equally 
RRSP/TFSA
Target overall balanced portfolio
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Tax-smart asset allocation
RRSP/TFSA

Scenarios with different sub-strategies
Case D1 – balanced in all accounts
Case D2 – equity in TFSA; fixed income 
in RRSP
Case D3 – fixed income in TFSA; equity 
in RRSP
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At age 65 (FV $000)
Case D3
TFSA=FI

Case D2
TFSA=E

Case D1
Balanced

315315315Non-reg

1,4641,7171,496Net

-495-240-341Taxes

5341,116765TFSA

1,110526757RRSP
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Tax-smart asset allocation
TFSA/RRSP/Non-reg

Case analysis based upon PFP long 
term projection
Middle income earner ($75K)
Saving $15,000 pa, divided equally 
RRSP/TFSA/Non-reg
Target overall balanced portfolio
Cash calls from non-reg
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Tax-smart asset allocation
TFSA/RRSP/Non-reg

Balanced 50/50 in RRSP throughout
Case E1 – equity in non-reg; fixed 
income in TFSA
Case E2 – equity in TFSA; fixed income 
in non-reg
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At age 65 At age 90

4,884

-465

1,369

537

3,443

Case 
E1

Case 
E2

Case E2
TFSA=E

Case E1 
TFSA=FI

(FV$000)

04681,125Non-reg

6,6281,9611,963Net

-231-335-408Taxes

6,3291,057479TFSA

530767767RRSP
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Same fact pattern except:
– Fund cash calls from TFSA, not non-reg
– F1/F2
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At age 65 At age 90

5,571

-612

0

537

5,646

Case 
F1

Case 
F2

Case F2
TFSA=E 

Case F1
TFSA=FI

(FV$000)

1,2274131,065Non-reg

5,1321,9581,963Net

-235-335-404Taxes

3,6031,116535TFSA

537767767RRSP
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Observations

Little difference in E1,F1, E2,F2 to end 
of accumulation period (65)
Ranking from there to age 90:
– E2 – TFSA 100% equity; fund from non-reg
– F1 – TFSA 100% fixed; fund from TFSA
– F2 – TFSA 100% equity; fund from TFSA
– E1 – TFSA 100% fixed; fund from non-reg
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Observations

Immediate implications for deployment 
of incoming funds
– Where to place equity, fixed income
– Coherency in E2/F1

• Apply fixed income to source of draws
• Strengthens matching of assets to future 

liabilities
– What are you doing right now in TFSAs?
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Knock-on effects

Estate planning
Brand new recent financial plan 
included maximum TFSA contributions 
for 30 years for couple aged 60
– Result????
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Knock-on effects

Estate planning
Brand new recent financial plan 
included maximum TFSA contributions 
for 30 years for couple aged 60
– Result???? (at 5.75%)

$1,000,000 of a tax-free estate


